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This paper proposes a novel fingerprint classification method using multiple decision tem-13
plates of Support Vector Machines (SVMs) with adaptive features. In order to overcome
intra-class and inter-class ambiguities of fingerprints, the proposed method extracts a15
feature vector from an adaptively detected feature region and classifies the feature vector
using SVMs. The outputs of the SVMs are then combined by multiple decision templates17
that make several per class. Experimental results on NIST4 fingerprint database revealed
the effectiveness and validity of the proposed method for fingerprint classification.19
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1. Introduction

Fingerprint classification, which classifies fingerprints into a number of predefined23

categories, is useful as the preliminary step of matching process because it signif-
icantly reduces the time taken in fingerprint identification. Henry system, which25

categorizes a fingerprint into one of the five classes such as whorl (W), right loop
(R), left loop (L), arch (A) or tented arch (T) by using their global features has27

been widely used for fingerprint classification.16

There are many different ways to extract and represent global features,29

which can be largely divided into three main categories: singularity-based
approach, structure-based approach and frequency-based approach. Singularity-31

based approach uses singular points (core and delta points which can be found
from the directional image using Poincaré index8) and heuristic rules to classify33

fingerprints.7 Wang15 defined a new type of singular point denoted by SCD for repre-
senting a closed pair of core and delta which was hard to detect by conventional algo-35

rithm. Structure-based approach uses the estimated ridge orientation information of

†Author for correspondence.
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a fingerprint. Cappelli1 proposed relational graphs which were constructed by divid-1

ing a directional image into several homogeneous regular-shaped regions. Chang2

interpreted the fingerprint classes as a combination of ten basic ridge patterns,3

and analyzed the ridge shapes and the sequence of ridges distribution. Since both
the singularity-based and structure-based approaches require a reliable estimate5

of the singular points or the orientation field, they are likely to be sensitive to
noise.7

On the other hand, frequency-based approach which obtains a feature vector
by employing various methods of frequency analysis is more capable of tolerating9

low quality images. FingerCode, proposed by Jain,6 is the representative method
of the frequency-based approach that uses a bank of Gabor filters to capture both11

local and global details in a fingerprint as a feature vector. This method, however,
fixed the size of the feature region which makes it difficult to include the dynamic13

features (a wide variety of possible patterns within each class) of fingerprints.
Since fingerprints have intra-class diversities and inter-class similarities, an15

important issue in fingerprint classification is the problem of ambiguous samples.
Some fingerprints that cannot be classified even by a human expert are assigned17

to two classes simultaneously (these images are also called “cross-referenced”).
Figure 1 shows some examples of the ambiguous fingerprints.19

In order to address the problem, hybrid approaches that use more than one type
of features or multiple classifier systems for fingerprint classification have been inves-21
tigated. Yao17 used support vector machines (SVMs) and recursive neural networks
(RNNs) for fingerprint classification. The RNNs were used to extract a distributed23
vector representation of the relational graph1 associated with a fingerprint. The
RNNs-extracted features and the FingerCode features were then classified by the25
SVMs with the error correcting output codes (ECOCs). Zhang18 extracted both
singularities and traced pseudo ridges relating to singular points, and analyzed27
them by using heuristic rules. Li12 proposed an algorithm based on the interac-
tive validation of singular points and the constrained nonlinear orientation model29
which were used as input to SVMs to perform the classification. Hong3 presented
a fingerprint classification algorithm (which used three types of features such as

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Examples of ambiguous fingerprints with (a) intra-class diversities and (b) inter-class
similarities. Core point, delta point, and feature region are denoted by circle, triangle and rectangle,
respectively.
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FingerCode, singularities, and pseudo ridges) based on dynamically ordered SVMs1

with näıve Bayes (NB) classifier.
In this paper, an adaptive feature extraction algorithm and multiple templates3

based classifier fusion method are proposed to work out the ambiguous fingerprints.
First, the orientation field of a fingerprint is estimated, and the feature region is5

selected adaptively in accordance with the variation of the orientation in order to
solve the intra-class diversities. The feature vector is then extracted from the block7

directional values of the feature region and classified by SVMs which show a good
performance in pattern recognition. Finally, the outputs of the SVMs are combined9

by multiple decision templates (MuDTs) that make multiple templates per class to
address the inter-class similarities.11

This paper is organized as follows. First, Sec. 2 gives some background infor-
mation about SVMs, K-means algorithm, and decision templates (DTs). Section 313

describes the proposed method, and Sec. 4 presents experimental results on the
NIST4 database. Finally, Sec. 5 concludes this paper.15

2. Background

2.1. Support vector machines17

SVMs map an input sample into a high-dimensional feature space, and find the
optimal hyperplane that minimizes the recognition error for the training data using19

the nonlinear transformation function.13 In order to apply SVMs to multiclass prob-
lems such as fingerprint classification, a combination scheme such as one-versus-all21

(OVA) or pair-wise (PW) is required.3,17 The OVA scheme trains M binary SVMs
where M indicates the number of classes. Each of SVMs classifies samples into23

one class against all the others. In the case of PW, binary class boundaries are
constructed by choosing one class against all the others individually. Therefore it25

requires more classifiers than OVA. However, training of PW is fast because it uses a
small portion of the data, and its error correction power is higher than OVA.10 Since27

SVMs show good performance in various application domains including fingerprint
classification,3,12,17 in this paper, the SVMs are used as the base classifier.29

2.2. K-means algorithm

K-means algorithm is an iterative clustering method that finds K compact parti-31

tions in the data using a distance-based technique.4 The cluster centers are initial-
ized to K randomly chosen points from the data, which is then partitioned based33

on the minimum squared distance criterion. The cluster centers are subsequently
updated by calculating the average of the samples in each cluster and this process35

is repeated until cluster centers no longer change. Although this algorithm tends to
find the local minima, it is widely used for clustering because of its simplicity and37

fast convergence. In this paper, K-means algorithm is exploited by the proposed
method to divide a fingerprint class into several subclasses.39
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2.3. Decision templates1

DTs, proposed by Kuncheva,11 are a classifier-fusion method which estimates M

templates (one per class) with the same training set used for the set of base clas-3

sifiers. These templates are then matched to the decision profile of new incoming
examples by some similarity measure.5

For the M -class problem with L classifiers, decision profile DP(xi) of the ith
sample is represented as follows:7

DP (xi) =




d1,1(xi) · · · d1,M (xi)
... dy,z(xi)

...

dL,1(xi) · · · dL,M (xi)


 , (1)

where dy,z(xi) is the degree of support given by the yth classifier for the sample
xi of the class z. When decision profiles are generated from the training data, the
template DT c of the class c is estimated by:

DTc =




dtc(1, 1) · · · dtc(1, M)
... dtc(y, z)

...

dtc(L, 1) · · · dtc(L, M)


 , dtc(y, z) =

∑n
i=1 Indc(xi)dy,z(xi)∑n

i=1 Indc(xi)
.

(2)

Here, Indc(xi) has a value of one if the class of xi is c, otherwise it has a value of9

zero. In the test stage, the distance between the decision profile of a new sample
and the templates of each class is computed. The class label refers to the class with11

the most similar templates.
Kuncheva examined the DTs (using a quadratic discriminant classifier as a base13

classifier) with 11 similarity comparison measures including the Euclidean distances,
and achieved higher classification accuracies than previous fusion methods such as15

majority voting, näıve Bayes, and BKS.9,11

3. Multiple Decision Templates with Adaptive Features17

In this paper, the adaptive feature extraction algorithm and multiple templates
based classifier fusion method are proposed to deal with the ambiguous fingerprints.19

3.1. Adaptive feature region detection

Dynamic patterns of features caused by intra-class diversities can be covered by
adaptive region detection. In order to select the global features of a fingerprint
presented as the abrupt changes of ridge flows, we estimate an orientation field
[Fig. 2(b)] and its variation [Fig. 2(c)]. The orientation field O is estimated by
using the least square orientation estimation algorithm,5 where O(i, j) denote the
directional value of the (i, j)th block. Segmentation is conducted before the esti-
mation to separate the foreground image from the background image based on the
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 2. The sequence images of adaptive feature extraction: (a) original image, (b) orientation
field, (c) variation field, (d) feature region, and (e) directional value of the feature region.

local variance of gray level. The variation V (i, j), the difference of directional values
between the block (i, j) and its surrounding blocks, is then computed by:

V (i, j) =
1
n2

n/2∑
k=−n/2

n/2∑
l=−n/2

∆i,j(k, l), (3)

where ∆i,j(k, l) =



−δi,j(k, l) if δi,j(k, l) < 0

π − δi,j(k, l) if δi,j(k, l) ≥ π
2

δi,j(k, l) otherwise

(4)

and δi,j(k, l) = O(i, j) − O(i + k, j + l). (5)

Here, the sensitivity of the V (i, j) is affected by the window size n. In other words,1

if n is small, local differences of the orientation field are estimated, while global
differences are modeled with the large value of n (in our system, n = 5). The3

variation field is smoothed by using 5 × 5 Gaussian filter to reduce noises.
After calculating the variations, an adaptive feature region is detected by the5

following steps [Fig. 2(c)]:

1. Let threshold = MAX VARIATION/c where MAX VARIATION is the possible7

maximum value of variation and c is the coefficient. For our experiments, we
initialized MAX VARIATION and c as 35◦ and 2.2, respectively.9

2. Select the (i, j)th block when V (i, j) is greater than threshold.
3. Decide the feature region as a square region that contains all of the blocks11

selected. If the feature region exceeds the boundary of a fingerprint image, then
reduce the region that can be included in the image. Figure 2(c) shows the13

variation field which is represented by light intensity. High intensity represents
high variation and square indicates the feature region.15

4. When the decided feature region is too small because the directional variations
of current fingerprint are small, it would be difficult to estimate the directional17

values. We have therefore fixed the smallest size of the feature region as 6 × 6
blocks (96 × 96 pixels). If the number of the selected blocks is less than this19

restriction, then MAX VARIATION is changed to the maximum variation of
the current fingerprint and goes back to step 2.21
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Since the quality of NIST4 fingerprint images used in this paper is not good, we1

perform image enhancement on the feature region by using Gabor filters [Fig. 2(d)].

3.2. Feature vector extraction3

In the feature extraction phase, the feature region is divided into 8 × 8 blocks
[Fig. 2(d)] and their directional values are estimated [Fig. 2(e)]. Here, the directional5

field θ is calculated similarly to the orientation field computation17 except the size
of each block that is different for each fingerprint due to the adaptively selected7

feature region.
Using the directional value directly as the feature vector is not relevant because9

the value has a circular property (180◦ = 0◦, difference between 1◦ and 3◦ have to
be the same as those of 1◦ and 179◦, respectively). Instead, the proposed method11

extracts the 256-dimensional feature vector F = {f1, f2, . . . , f256} by estimating
the difference between the directional value θ(i, j) of the (i, j)th feature-block and13

each of four directions, 0◦, 45◦, 90◦, and 135◦, as follows:

fk =



−δi,j if δi,j < 0

π − δi,j if δi,j ≥ π
2

δi,j otherwise

, (6)

15

where δi,j = θ(i, j) − γ, γ =
{

0,
π

4
,
π

2
,
3π

4

}
. (7)

3.3. Multiple decision templates17

Since the DTs method described in Sec. 2.3 abstracts the training patterns of
each class into one template, there would be limitation of applying the method19

to complex problems with inter-class similarities such as fingerprint classification.
In order to address this problem, we present multiple decision templates (MuDTs,21

which belong to a sort of committee machine-type classifier fusion method) that
divide each class into several subclasses and generate localized template for each23

subclass (Fig. 3).
The training steps of the MuDTs are as follows:25

1. Train L classifiers and estimate decision profiles. Since SVMs are a binary clas-
sifier, decision profile of Eq. (1) can be organized by one column matrix with27

positive and negative numbers.
2. Divide each class into K subclasses based on the decision profiles by using K-29

means clustering algorithm.
3. Calculate DTc,k, the localized template of cluster k in class c, by:31

DTc,k =




dtc,k(1)
...

dtc,k(L)


 , dtc,k(l) =

∑n
i=1 indc,k(xi)dl(xi)∑n

i=1 indc,k(xi)
. (8)
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Fig. 3. An overview of the multiple decision templates. SVMs are used as the base classifiers.

In the test stage, the distance between the decision profile of a new sample x1

and each localized template is calculated and then the sample is classified into the
class that contains the most similar cluster as follows:3

min
c=1,...,M

( min
k=1,...,K

dst(DTc,k, DP (x))). (9)

In this paper, the Euclidean distance is used to measure the similarity.5

4. Experiments

4.1. Environment7

The proposed method was verified on NIST4 fingerprint database, which consists
of 4,000 images (2,000 fingerprint pairs) in 512×480 resolution. Each fingerprint of9

the database was categorized into five classes, Whorl (W), Right loop (R), Left loop
(L), Arch (A), and Tented arch (T) by human experts. Some ambiguous fingerprints11

have an additional reference (cross-reference) to one or more classes.14 For our
experiments, the first 1,000 pairs of fingerprints (F0001 to F1000 and S0001 to13

S1000) were used for training and the remaining 1,000 pairs (F1001 to F2000 and
S1001 to S2000) were used for testing.15

4.2. Adaptive features versus nonadaptive features

Two types of fingerprint features were used for the comparison experiments: adap-17

tive and nonadaptive (Fig. 4). The adaptive features were extracted by using the
proposed algorithm, while the nonadaptive features were obtained by applying fea-19

ture regions of fixed size (128 × 128, 192 × 192, 256 × 256, and 320 × 320 pixels)
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 4. Examples of the selected feature region for two (upper and lower) different fingerprints.
(a) Results of the adaptive approach, and the others are results of the nonadaptive approaches
where the sizes of feature regions are fixed as: (b) 128× 128, (c) 192× 192, (d) 256× 256, and (e)
320 × 320 pixels.

Fig. 5. Feature vectors extracted from two right-loop fingerprint images (a and b) by using
nonadaptive (192 × 192) and adaptive approaches.

regardless of the characteristics of a fingerprint. Therefore, if the size of the feature1

region is too small, it cannot cover the features of a large area. If the size of the
feature region is too large, on the other hand, it also cannot represent the fea-3

tures of a small area specifically. Since the adaptive approach covers global features
in a more sophisticated manner than the nonadaptive approaches, as indicated in5

Fig. 5, the proposed algorithm assures the consistency of feature vectors of the
same class.7

The proposed algorithm was tested by the following classifiers: K-nearest neigh-
bor (KNN), multi-layer perceptron (MLP: learning rate = 0.02, momentum = 0.7,9

maximum epoch = 100), OVA SVMs (Gaussian kernel), and PW SVMs (Gaussian
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Table 1. Parameters of classifiers selected based on the training set.

Classifier (parameter) Adaptive 128 × 128 192 × 192 256 × 256 320 × 320

KNN (k) 3 6 4 8 6
MLP (hidden node) 150 200 200 150 150
OVA SVMs (σ) 0.0625 0.0313 0.0156 0.0156 0.0156
PW SVMs (σ) 0.0297 0.0156 0.0297 0.0156 0.0313

Fig. 6. The classification accuracy of each classifier with different feature vectors. Since MLP is
affected by randomly initialized weights, we performed the MLP 10 times and averaged them.

kernel). All of the classifiers were trained for each sort of feature vectors by using1

the parameters summarized in Table 1.
As shown in Fig. 6, the adaptive algorithm showed better performance than the3

nonadaptive approaches for all classifiers. Thus, we can conclude that the adaptive
approach is more capable of overcoming the intra-class diversity problem which5

is the major difficulty of the fingerprint classification and it would reduce errors
of a classifier during training and test phases. We also confirmed that the SVMs7

outperformed the other classifiers on the experiments.

4.3. Classification using MuDTs9

In order to select the parameter K (the number of clusters) for MuDTs, preliminary
experiments were performed on the training set (Fig. 7).11

As shown in Fig. 7, the highest accuracy of 90.5% (error rate of 9.5%) was
obtained when K was three with PW SVMs, so that we chose K as three. When13

the number of clusters K was more than three, the average error rate tended to
increase as K was increased because error clusters were produced.15

The proposed method (adaptive features and MuDTs with K = 3) was evaluated
on the test set. As presented in Fig. 8, it outperformed the conventional approaches17
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Fig. 7. Average error rate of ten experiments on the training set with adaptive features by using
SVMs combined by MuDTs. If the number of clusters is one, MuDTs is identical to the decision
templates (DTs).

Fig. 8. Performance enhancement of the proposed method (adaptive features and MuDTs with
K = 3).

of nonadaptive and single template. MuDTs, however, tend to categorize cross-1

referenced arch or tented arch samples into the left or right loops class as shown in
Table 2.3

The proposed method was compared with other classifier fusion methods such
as winner-takes-all (WTA, also called majority voting), error-correcting output5

codes (ECOC), behavior knowledge space (BKS), and DTs based on ten-fold cross
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Table 2. Confusion matrices for DTs and MuDTs based on PW SVMs. Row sums
are not identical because of the cross-referenced fingerprints.

Assigned Class

Fusion Method True Class W R L A T

DTs W 363 17 12 2 4
R 4 338 4 12 37
L 4 1 364 9 17
A 1 0 3 414 27
T 0 3 6 41 317

MuDTs with K = 3 W 367 21 8 2 0
R 3 364 5 14 19
L 4 1 382 11 6
A 0 3 4 396 33
T 0 13 8 33 303

Fig. 9. Averaged accuracies and standard deviations of classifier fusion results for classifier fusion
methods based on SVMs (ten-fold cross validation).

validation experiments. Here, Euclidean distance was used as the similarity measure1

for ECOC and DTs. Ties were broken randomly. As shown in Fig. 9, the proposed
method yielded the best accuracy compared to the others. Paired T-test between3

MuDTs and the other fusion methods based on PW SVMs revealed that the dif-
ferences were statistically significant (WTA: p < 0.01, ECOC: p < 0.0001, BKS:5

p < 0.005, and DTs: p < 0.01).
The performance of the previously proposed methods on NIST4 fingerprints7

database is shown in Table 3. Most of rejections in those methods occurred during
the feature extraction phase because of the bad quality of fingerprint images. The9

performance of the proposed method was competitive with the previously reported
approaches even though we did not reject fingerprint images of low quality.11
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Table 3. Performances (%) of the previously proposed methods (validated on NIST4
database).

Accuracy
Authors & Year (Reject %) Features/Classification

Karu (1996)7 85.4 (0) Singularities/Heuristics
Cappelli (1999)1 87.1 (0) Relational graph/Graph matching
Jain (1999)6 90.0 (1.8) FingerCode/KNN, MLP
Chang (2002)2 94.8 (5.1) Ridge distribution/Syntactic
Yao (2003)17 90.0 (1.8) Relational graph, FingerCode/RNN, SVMs
Zhang (2004)18 84.3 (0) Singularities, pseudo ridges/Heuristics
Wang (2007)15 88.6 (0) New singularities/Heuristics
Li (2008)12 93.5 (0) Singularities, orientation information/SVMs
Hong (2008)3 90.8 (1.8) FingerCode, singularities and pseudo ridges/SVMs, NB
Proposed method 90.6 (0) Adaptive directional value/MuDTs, SVM

Table 4. The processing time of each step in MuDTs (sec-
onds per 2,000 fingerprints).

Steps OVA SVMs PW SVMs

SVM training 19.02 9.83
SVM classifying 24.51 29.71
Output clustering (K-means) 0.05 0.12

Table 4 shows the processing times of each step in MuDTs evaluated on the1

Microsoft windows 2003 based PC with a 2.4GHz Pentium 4 processor and 1GB
of memory. The time taken in the processing of the K-means clustering, which3

is the most complex procedure in the MuDTs, was much less than that taken in
the training or testing task of SVMs. It means that the computational resources5

required for the proposed classification system are nearly the same as those required
for the system with only SVMs.7

4.4. Error image analysis

Although the proposed method is effective in classifying fingerprints, it fails with9

some very poor quality fingerprint images where no ridge information is shown
on the fingerprint. Figure 10 indicates examples of misclassified samples by the11

proposed algorithm. When the image of a fingerprint is excessively dry or oily, it
is difficult to calculate the orientation field [Fig. 10(a)]. If the global features are13

damaged, in case of a distorted fingerprint [Fig. 10(b)], classification is impossible.
Since NIST4 fingerprint images were collected by digital scanning of printed images,15

there are mis-scanned images such as Fig. 10(c) which are hard to be classified. The
proposed method also fails to classify some fingerprints of the whorl class which17

look like a loop because one of the two delta points is placed close to the core points
[Fig. 10(d)].19
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 10. Examples of NIST4 fingerprint images which were misclassified by the proposed method.
(a) Extremely dry or oily fingerprints. (b) Distorted fingerprints. (c) Mis-scanned images. (d)
Whorl fingerprints similar to right loop.

Fig. 11. Accuracy-rejection plots of the NIST-4 database.

4.5. Rejection experiments1

By incorporating a rejection option, classification accuracy can be increased. Let
d0 be the minimum distance between the sample and localized templates, and d13

the second minimum distance. It can be considered that the more the difference
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between d0 and d1, the higher the confidence of the classification. We rejected a1

sample when the difference was smaller than a given threshold. In order to compare
the proposed method with the previously proposed methods (which had performed3

rejection experiments), the rejection rate is controlled by the threshold. As shown
in Fig. 11, the proposed method yielded better accuracies.5

5. Concluding Remarks

This paper has presented an adaptive feature extraction method with multiple7

decision templates of support vector machines for effective classification of various
fingerprint images. The proposed method analyzes the curves of ridge directions to9

detect the adaptive feature region of a fingerprint that assures the consistency of
feature vectors for the same class, and decomposes each class of training set into11

several clusters to generate multiple templates that model the diverse characteris-
tics of each class. Therefore, it is more capable of overcoming the large intra-class13

diversity and small inter-class variation which makes the fingerprint classification
problem very difficult. We conduct experiments on NIST4 database and validate the15

proposed algorithm with 90.6% of classification accuracy for the five-class problem.
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